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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A cold front is exiting the far southeast portions of the Gulf of Mexico this morning, and high pressure building in behind it will be 
come the dominate weather feature for today and Thursday.  As the high moves in and builds eastward, north to northeast winds
will decrease and veer from west to east before increasing again out of a southeasterly direction. By late  Thursday, fresh onshore 
flow and moderate seas around 6 feet can be expected near the Texas coast. Moderate east-southeast winds will settle in over the
central Gulf, and lighter winds will be likely over the eastern Gulf. The high pressure should also keep rain chances fairly low both 
days. 

Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

High pressure ridging will begin to gradually weaken on Friday as a low pressure system and cold front approaches from the west.
The low is not forecast to be particularly strong but will move across the eastern and central Gulf on Saturday before weakening
and dissipating over the eastern Gulf by Sunday. While widespread elevated winds and seas are not anticipated, there will be a risk 
for thunderstorms near the low, which could produce locally enhanced winds and seas. Model guidance then indicates that as the 
low dissipates, high pressure will become re-established for early next week.
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